
DO YOU REMEMBER? THAT WAS SO FUNNY WHEN... these are just a couple of the openings 
to the recurring messages in the City Life Facebook Messenger group chat since camp ended a few 
weeks ago. Why? The youth can’t stop talking about their experiences up at camp! More than that 
you’ve made a few additional students jealous and already claiming their spot for next summer. 
With returning campers and brand new ones alike you could feel the energy leading up to camp and 
throughout the week. There is always some hesitation on the part of the new participants because 
they are with new people in a new place. However those feelings of reticence soon disappear 
as a result of the incredible environment you’ve created over that last few years. Without your 
dedication to building out the schedule and activities it would be so much more challenging for the 
campers to get comfortable as quickly as they do.  

This year we even had returning campers and former high schoolers step into the role of 
counselors for the younger attendees. You never really know how peers will respond to counselors 
only months or years older than they are but what a testament to the expectations you set for 
everyone -- not a single behavioral issue or disciplinary action was necessary this year! As a 
matter of fact, do you remember Ivan from last year? He was the only camper we’ve ever had to 
send home. Since that unfortunate event last summer Ivan has been one of our most consistent 
and faithful City Life students. Not only have we seen him grow into a mature young man but he 
regularly steps into leadership roles without being asked. You would have been amazed to hear the 
conversations we had throughout our time together - how God is really working in his life since that 
early dismissal last summer. You should be so proud that you create a safe space for students like 
Ivan and many others to grow spiritually and develop strong interpersonal skills despite whatever 
challenges that exist in the community around them.

TEAM BUILDING, BIBLE STUDIES & BREAKOUTS Over the course of Camp Evolution’s history 
we’ve seen the value and importance of rest -- both for body, mind, and spirit of young people who 
attend City Life. There is constant noise that surrounds so many of them with temptation, false 
senses of identity, harmful narratives that need deconstruction, as well as voices that would lead 
them down potentially dangerous paths.  However, you’ve been able to offer a space for respite from 
the chaos, quiet from the noise, and solitude from the streets. Thank you. As the programming 
for Camp Evolution has evolved (no pun intended) it’s been incredible to see how the participants 
grab onto the activities in unexpected ways. For example, students are usually pretty shy during 
group Bible Study time for a variety of reasons. Some are self-conscious about their lack of biblical 
knowledge while others are embarrassed to share their thoughts or feelings and be vulnerable in 
front of others. So, it was really exciting to see almost immediate engagement with God’s Word 

Rest, reprieve and new relationships because of your partnership.

Watch the video recapping the experience of 
the youth from Camp Evolution on our website   

bridgecitycommunity.com/videos

You sent 47 youth to Camp 
Evolution! From team building 
exercises to Bible Studies, from breakout 
sessions to swimming in the river you 
provided the time and space for these youth 
to experience fellowship and fun for a week.

You made a lasting impact on the 
hearts and minds of City Life students

Group photo from our 4th Annual Camp Evolution - this year was the biggest group yet!



during our time of study together. As I shared the 
story of Nicodemus the dialogue and discussion 
around baptism, forgiveness, and the grace of God 
was powerful. The ways the youth listened and 
responded was not only meaningful for them but, I 
believe, yet another demonstration of the work of the 
Holy Spirit through you - the Church. 

The same level of participation and interest carried 
through to the breakout sessions where our kids 
were introduced to the pretty substantial topic of 
identity development - awareness of who they are, 
who God made them to be, and how culture has 
shaped them. Shout out to Sarah Berestecky who 
secured some poignant guest speakers (including herself) to engage the group and get them to open up 
about things that they normally would keep hidden inside. Look what you’re able to accomplish in just 
a few short days on the Tennessee River!

By furnishing an A-Frame structure for camp this year you provided the students the challenge of 
working as a team to keep their friends from falling to the ground. “The A-Frame brought alot of 

positive interactions between the campers and 
encouraged them to figure out how to work as a 
team,” said Mark Thomas. You should definitely 
check out the video for some hair-raising 
footage of the A-Frame experience. To see the 
students transition from confusion and apathy 
to a wholehearted embrace of the challenge was 
a sight to be seen. What a testament to your 
commitment to providing unique opportunities for 
the youth of City Life.

R.I.P Bridge City BUS quickly became the anthem of students as we all mourned the death of the bus 
that had served us so faithfully over the six years of BCC ministry. After countless trips around the 
city picking youth up for City Life and taking them home, four summers of Camp Evolution, a couple 
transmissions, and numerous promo appearances the BCC Bus made it’s last journey on the way up to 
camp this summer. While on a supply run the day before camp was set to begin she smoked and choked 
until eventually coasting to a halt on the side of the highway. For three days she sat until we were able 
to arrange a tow to get her back home to the church. Sadly, unlike the resurrection of Christ the BCC 
Bus will not rise from the tomb. Here’s a little throwback photo from when we first bought the bus. 
As you launched Bridge City we were convinced that having a mode of transportation would provide 
opportunities to engage the community.  Your ministry through this vehicle has given too many 
rides to count, started untold conversations, and 
hosted more outreach events than most buses. Plus, 
it served as a moving billboard anytime it rolling 
through Chattanooga. 

Thank you for filling 
the gas tanks and 
the memory banks!

“Ayeee turn up! 
RIP to the OG 
church bus.” - Zora 
Thomas

“The A-Frame brought a lot of 
positive interaction between the 
campers and encouraged them 
to figure out how to work as a 

team.” - Mark Thomas



More and more organizations request BCC to join in community engagement because of you.

TACOS, PRIZES, AND PALETAS OPEN THE DOOR FOR NEIGHBORHOOD OUTREACH
Who doesn’t enjoy a delicious carne asada taco? Who would turn down a cooling mint-
mango paleta on a steamy summer afternoon? What kid doesn’t love to compete for prize 
tickets with carnival-like games? You said it - no one! This is exactly why partnering 
with Chattanooga Neighborhood Enterprise to host an outreach event in our community 
was a no brainer. Before summer break began CNE approached BCC with an invitation to 
join them in hosting a community outreach event across the street from the church, at 
our local elementary school. What’s so special about this? On the surface not a whole lot. 
However, you should be excited because your reputation for being rooted in the community 
and dedicated to grassroots outreach and evangelism is spreading. In previous years BCC 
would have been the primary driver for these types of events - inviting other organizations 
to partner with us or just flying solo. Now you are the one in high demand and people from 
around the city are seeking you out because they know your credibility and reputation! 

CNE ISN’T THE ONLY ORGANIZATION WANTING TO PARTNER WITH YOU 
As school starts up again you’ve already been approached by a handful of other 
organizations looking to engage South CHA with programming and events this fall. 
The beauty of being approached by so many groups is twofold: first, they see that you 
understand effective ways to engage the neighborhood; secondly, they want YOU to share 
the mission, vision, and ministry of Bridge City Community at THEIR event. How exciting 
is this?! You’re partnering with groups who want to bring programs that could result in 
meaningful change in South Chattanooga while also witnessing to the Kingdom of God all 
in one place at one time. It’s been a long road hasn’t it? From day one BCC has developed 
important relationships with the community in order to establish a reputation that would 
one day result in partnerships like this. And now we’re finally here - on the cusp of ongoing 
collaboration that will bring justice and mercy to your neighbors on the southside. I can’t 
wait to share with you the outcome of those events  coming up this fall. I hope you’re 
as excited as we are to continue the ministry of reconciliation, truth, lament, repair 
and restoration in CHA. Thank you for your commitment to loving our neighbors and 
representing the Kingdom of God!

You’re in high demand as community 
outreach partners in South Chattanooga

Jon Berestecky representing Bridge City with one of the only surviving t-shirts from the shed fire in 2015 and telling people in the community about the church.



THANK YOU!

All donations to Bridge City Community are 100% tax deductible.

BCC Kid’s Church Building is poised to provide increased outreach opportunities.

You’ve got the chance to invest in the 
education of children in the community!

Foundation - $2000
Electrical - $1000
Drywall - $1000
Paint - $250
Lumber - $250
Insulation - $500

KIDS CHURCH IS FOR THE COMMUNITY Thanks to a generous donor earlier this year we 
dropped this beautiful 12’x24’ outbuilding onto the property of BCC in order to provide 
a space for children to hear the Gospel in a contextualized way. Ms. Nancy has faithfully 
led our kids church program from day one and you wouldn’t believe the love that the 
neighborhood has for her. Everyone want to join Ms. Nancy to learn about God! As soon 
as that building hit the ground it started receiving a lot of unwanted attention from local 
government officials. As a result we have been unable to use it for its full potential. Our 
goal is not just to use it on Sundays for BCC kids but to open it up to the neighborhood 
for activities like after school tutoring & midweek bible studies throughout the week. 
So, here’s your chance to invest in Christian and academic education for children in the 
community! In order to see our goal realized we need to bring the building up to code for 
temporary occupancy (I’ll spare you all the technical language that I still can’t decipher). 

Will you bring the BCC Kids Church building up to code with us?Will you bring the BCC Kids Church building up to code with us?

Send a check today for _____________!

Bridge City Community
2800 McCallie Ave
Chattanooga, TN 37404

Invest online now!
bridgecitycommunity.com/give

THANK YOU!
THANK YOU!


